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About This Content

The Class 455 EMU is typical of the new generation of multiple units introduced in the 1980s to replace aging and out-dated
‘heritage’ units. Designed for use on Southern branch-line and suburban services with numerous stops and little need for high top

speeds, the Class 455 runs in 4-car formations up to a maximum speed of 75mph, and remains a familiar sight around South
London and all along the Southern network. A total of 137 Class 455 sets were produced, and with regular refurbishments

taking place the type is still playing its part to keep Southern England moving.

The Class 455 for RailWorks 2, developed by Thomson Interactive, includes 3 liveries, accurately reproduced drivers cab and
controls including functional DRA (Drivers Reminder Appliance), independent wiper selection, functional glare screen visor

and opening cab windows (animated in-cab and external view), and all-new sounds recorded from a real Class 455.

Includes

Class 455 4-car train (DTSO/MSO/TSO vehicles)

British Rail Blue & Grey

Network Southeast

South West Trains

4 Scenarios

Guildford Bound

Sunday Shuttle

End of Shift

Pushing the Boundary

PLEASE NOTE: The Portsmouth Direct Line Expansion Pack is required to play the scenarios included with the Class
455.
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Title: Train Simulator: Class 455 EMU Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Thomson Interactive
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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I'm impressed. For the price, this is a really cute little scenario pack. In the same vein as the earlier Halloween DLC (The Count
Of Monster Disco) this has a nice, cartoony style, and should appeal to both kids and adults. The scenarios aren't too difficult
and the game really eases you in if you haven't played any Train Simulator before. Check out my full playthrough below.

http:\/\/youtu.be\/T-n65wJioRE. Game crashes upon running. No fix found.. Bought this on sale for 49 cents. (USD) I figure if I
play it twice I've saved a penny on what I would have spent in an arcade in the 80's. So, win-win. And, since I will likely play it
again, I'm leaning in the "recomend" direction. But, for two quarters, (4 when not on sale) you are getting a classic style arcade
game. And, not a bad one. The levels are shorter and easier than, say, Donkey K. But there are more of them. Supposedly quite a
few more. (I've seen 7 so far. That's almost double what the big monkey had.)

This having been said, there is a huge list of quibbles and things this game REALLY needs. [It doesn't auto recognise a joy pad,
It REALLY needs a level builder. The level packs are hidden in a settings menu. Etc. Adn.]

So, overall... If I'd paid more than a dollar or two for this, I'd be unhappy. It will very likely get played once or twice more and
be part of my library of cool little games I play on "rainy days." But, at the price I paid, I'm fine with that. I've already gotten my
two quarters worth. Everything past this is a bonus level. 8). Quite the promising looking Metroidvania. It's definitely not a bad
game, by any means, but it does nonetheless have a number of issues that need improvement\/fixing\/tweaking, such as
smoother camera movement, more customization in the controls, and clarity as to how you're faring against bosses. Check out
the video for more detail.

For more reviews, as well as Let's Plays, check out my YouTube channel, Gemini Does Games!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/_fxc1q0cOtk. I'm writing this review for Tiara as a playable character alone.
Tiara is a very useful character overall. She has similar offenses to Noire, with Tiara's default weapon and the ultimate Noire
DLC weapon (Right now, my Tiara is level 33 and Noire is level 35). Tiara has comparatively low defenses if you have the DLC
armors like I do, but she also has a great healing move, healing 75% to one target or 75% in an AOE range to your teammates.
Her offensive skills are also useful, with a four tile linear hitting move and an AOE attack.

However, this mostly applies just to the early game. More characters are unlocked as the story progresses, and Tiara gets quickly
outclasses by the new arrivals.

She's also a god tier waifu. I guess she's a decent character, but that's just a side bonus. Would you want to pay a dollar for a god
tier sword and armor or a god tier waifu?. This game is fun and time goes by fast while you're playing it :) @dodi.dodi
@hardscore. Just as good as I remember.. Great game, the visuals are superb. Reminds me of Tron. Bring on Tank Universal 2.
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Its just like the Punisher, except you have staffs and swords instead of guns...and you're a lagomorph.

In Luguru you play as Turner, a bunny who lives in a village of bunnies, with his bunny family who bunny their lives the live-
long day. While Turner investigates a suspicious intruder, he comes back to find his family and his village slaughtered...and
naked. I'm not going to make the obvious, "obligatory joke", either. Thats what heroic restraint looks like, kids. I can't make this
a habit, though, my fingers are shaking as I type. Anyway, its up to Turner to avenge his town and family by murdering any and
all who are responsible.

The combat is surprisingly deep, considering what you're expectations may be after witnessing the visuals at first glance. You
have a variety or weapons, moves and acrobatics at your disposal to move your journey along. There are also various sound
effects from the various zooanthropes, weapons, and body parts contact. Once the campaign is done, you can play through
challenge mode which gives you various additional levels to play through, if you so choose...I choose not.

For starters, the game is very basic, visually speaking and the music gets so lost you'll think your playing on silent mode. The
overworld map looks pretty big...its a shame you don't really use it. You esentially stay in one cluster-grouped area. Each point
of interest is basically around there and the mini map is HORRENDOUS. Half the time you can't even see the♥♥♥♥♥♥ The
game isn't very long, either. The campaign is about an hour long and I don't know how many challenges there are because the
controls are so bad that I...don't care. I know that this is a bit unfair to complain about because some people are more adequate
at keyboard controls than others but I suck and because of that I couldn't properly enjoy the game. Non-controller playing is like
tug-of-war to me and I feel resistance the entire time. It causes me to use the same attacks over and over again because I am not
skilled enough to perform compound keyboard button-presses and because of this; the gameplay became repetitive fast. Also,
moves are not responsive with that damn mouse and weapon combat can be clunky, too. Sometimes you'll waste time stealing
weapons from each other over and over again and it gets ♥♥♥♥ing annoying. Perhaps if a controller function is added it may
change my mind but considering that this game is 13 years old...I may have to wait a week or two for this update.

Is it worth $10?(I paid $2). No. This game is far to unrefined for that kind of pricetag and if you are not a keyboard warrior,
avoid this like the plague. There are better games out there that are worth your time, effort and cash. For the record, I don't
think the game is particularly bad, it just feels like it lacks a bit too much and asks alot out of the consumer, price-wise for
something so rough around the edges. Get it if you want to but don't be surprised if you feel like your family has been murdered
after paying full price and playing it. NINJA-KICK THE DAMN RABBIT!!. TL;DR: No raw stats for anything and towers
select random targets instead of the most threatening. These two aspects alone are a deal-breaker for ANY tower defence game!

---------

Artistically, this game is fine. Programmtically, this game has no major technical issues. However, I cannot recommend this
game because it has serious design flaws.

I only played for 10 minutes and ran into several design issues:

* UI is not as straightforward to use as it looks
* Enemies do not path in ways which make sense
* One hit death: You take ONE POINT of damage, you lose and have to do the wave over
* Towers select RANDOM targets, not targets closest to the end of their run, meaning luck plays a huge factor in how well you
do rather than skill
* NO RAW STATS FOR ANYTHING (Not damage numbers, not firing rates, NOTHING!)

Also, I should point out the game heavily borrows design concepts from other better TD games. For instance, the first, third and
fourth towers here are COPIES of the first, third and fourth towers from Defense Grid. Not graphically but in terms of
function.. An awesome experience for VR and by far my favorite game on the Vive as of now. The room extending movement
setting is an excellent feature and helps add to the immersion since it enables you to actually walk through the world by using
your room scale space. Game is creepy and adrenaline inducing but not to the point of it being unplayable. Spells are fairly
simple to cast using the gesture system (though I found myself fumbling around during the first few surprise encounters). Even
though the game is still being developed I would highly recommend it even in its current state.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

I had read on the forums that they fixed the issues, and that it was now playable. This is NOT true. The game CTD crashes to
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desktop the moment you start it. Capcom doesn't care, and neither does Steam. I've lost faith if both companies. Apparently
there is no refund.. Don't do it, he will just eat up Epic Gear and waster your space.. i really enjoyed episode 2.
it's more atmospheric and a good bit darker, which i love.
controls are still a bit clunky at times so getting all achievements might be tough.... but you can play the whole game without
issues.
i really want to know how the story continues but sadly lucid games seem to have abandoned it and also didnt respond to a
support inquiry regarding the development of a sequel. at least a public statement would have been nice...
but playing it till then is very enjoyable so if you liked episode 1, go ahead!. Only if you're a huge Hyperrogue fan. It's the same
sort of feel, but Hyperrogue is much more fun and receives more updates for that very reason.. Elegantly minimalistic. Easy to
grasp, hard to master.
A non-jump, non-run jump&run with a unique movement mechanic.
Definite recommendation for this one for walking the line between "relaxing" and "engaging" so skillfully!

Must-play in my opinion.
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